OUR MISSION

To safeguard
and streamline
your campus.

We are
safety simplified.
We believe that safety should

Know who is on your campus
Collect vistor info and have a real-time
snapshot of all visitors on campus.

Offender Screening
Run a registered sex offender background

be standard. That’s why Visitu is

check at sign in to permit or deny access.

easy to deploy and even easier

Watch List

to use. Our reliable, ipad-based
platform and approachable team
help safeguard what matters most.

Get notified via email and SMS when
unwanted or high-profile guests signed in.

Emergency Alert Notification
Generate an emergency campus alert
via text and email.

Visitu helps us manage who is on campus and allows us to maintain
campus security while safeguarding our students and faculty.
— Chad Lewis, Director of Technology at Tampa Preparatory School

The Results? A safe campus and a streamlined process.
Visitu makes taking care of what matters most easy, but that’s not all it does.
Streamline your front desk with a variety of visitor management features.
The Visitu system is
just two pieces of

equipment—an ipad

Badge Printing

Notify Employees

Student In / Out

Print badges from the iPad

Know when your vistor arrives

Sign-in tardy students

to a wireless label printer for

via email and SMS.

with Visitu and notify parents

and a printer. Easy

as well.

easily identify visitors.

to set-up, reliable
and affordable.

“It’s intuitive and

“It just works

“Visitu listens and

——

——

——

user friendly.”

Users intuitively understands Visitu. The

and it’s fast.”

keeps adding value.”

Chad Lewis looked at other products and

Tampa Preparatory School is constantly

app is simple and allows visitors and staff

didn’t like how competitive products require

evolving to better serve our students. We

alike to quickly check-in, scan a photo ID,

a server, OS management, and upkeep—

appreciate partners like Visitu who share our

and receive a printed visitor badge. During

which all add unnecessary complexity, costs,

vision for excellence. Visitu listens and acts

check-in, Visitu scans an offender database

and IT responsibility

on customer feedback. It becomes more

and flags results. Advanced features such
as visitor notifications via SMS or email,
save time for the receptionist. As soon as
a person checks-in, a notification is sent to
the person they are meeting.

Visitu only requires an iPad on premise
and a quick download of the application.
With a SaaS cloud backend, the iPad can
be moved anywhere on campus wifi. The

powerful with valuable features that are
added. The implementation doesn’t require
IT—download the app and go. It’s been
straightforward and reliable.

implementation is quick and doesn’t require
IT personnel.

Get in touch to take the first step towards safeguarding your campus with a Visitu demo.

813–591–4800
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